THE DPA
DECODED

GET DATA PROTECTION RIGHT
WHAT IS THIS COURSE?

The DPA 2018 is the engine that drives GDPR’s highlevel principles but it’s much more complicated. It
applies GDPR to areas that it wouldn’t otherwise
cover, sets out exemptions from normal practice,
and includes safeguards for using special categories

SPECIAL
CATEGORIES
* How do you use
special categories?
* What does a
policy document
look like?

data. It also introduces rules for using criminal
records and a DP regime for law enforcement
bodies. You can’t do GDPR without the DPA.

WHERE AND WHEN?

WHO DELIVERS IT:
Tim Turner – former DPO,
ICO experience, DP
trainer for over 10 years

Cost
£275 +VAT
including materials,
refreshments + lunch

Book here:
www.2040training.co.uk/gdprcourses
Email: tim@2040training.co.uk

EXEMPTIONS
* Crime + police
* Subject access
and social care,
health and
education

LAW
ENFORCEMENT
* What are the
differences between
GDPR and the law
enforcement
provisions?

OFFENCES &
PENALTIES
* What are the new
offences?
* How are penalties
assessed?

WHY THIS COURSE?

The Data Protection Act 2018 is a monster – 339 pages of dense,
cross-referenced pages written in the worst kind of legalese. Even
the contents are 12 pages long. So what hope for the average DPO
or DP lead who simply wants to know what they’re expected to do?
This course decodes and demystifies the DPA, setting out clearly and
simply what jobs the DPA is designed to do, and how it achieves
them. Although it might seem impenetrable, it’s quite possible to
get to grips with the DPA, and this course will help. Developed and
delivered by someone who has monitored the progress of the DPA
from its first draft, and with nearly 20 years experience of Data
Protection overall, this course is detailed but practical, a clear guide
to what the DPA 2018 requires without getting lost in the section
numbers.

FIVE THINGS THAT YOU GET ON THIS COURSE:
1) Detailed guide to the practical implications of the DPA 2018
2) What each part means and how it works
3) Myth-busting and honest, down-to-earth advice
4) Space to ask questions about specific concerns and issues
5) Plain English guide to the GDPR exemptions take away

PREVIOUS DELEGATES ON THIS COURSE SAID:
“Loved it; very informative and excellent trainer”
“Tim’s style, energy, simplification of the content & lots of practical
examples… help with the context”
“Met all expectations”
“Tim’s ability to break down complex concepts into understandable,
interesting chunks is top drawer”
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